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Losing has never been easy for a Maddox, but death always wins. Eleven years to the day after eloping with Abby in Vegas, Special Agent
Travis Maddox delivers his own brand of vigilante justice to mob boss Benny Carlisi. Vegas's oldest and most violent crime family is now
preparing for vengeance, and the entire Maddox family is a target. The secret Thomas and Travis have kept for a decade will be revealed to
the rest of the family, and for the first time the Maddoxes will be at odds. While none of them are strangers to loss, the family has grown, and
the risk is higher than ever. With brothers against brothers and wives taking sides, each member will make a choice—let the fear tear them
apart, or make them stronger.
Discover a new series from the author of the #1 New York Times bestseller Beautiful Disaster: a "heartbreaking and hopeful, raw and sexy"
tale about a woman on the run who encounters a stranger with a secret (Lauren Blakely, author of Part-Time Lover). As Darby Dixon sits in a
tiny Texas church bathroom on her wedding day holding a positive pregnancy test, she realizes that marrying her fiancé would be the worst
decision of her life. She's never been very good at standing up for herself, but she'll sure as hell stand up for her baby. With very little cash
and a ton of courage, she flees town to take a new name and start a new life. As a Marine, Scott "Trex" Trexler worked in the most
treacherous, corrupt, war-torn places on earth. With his new top-secret security job, he finally has a chance to return to the one place he's felt
at peace: Colorado Springs, Colorado. The moment Trex checks in at the hotel where she's working, Darby knows he's dangerous. He may
want her to think he's another hotshot firefighter, along with all the others battling the nearby mountain blaze, but something doesn't add up.
No way will she get involved with another man she can't fully trust - and Trex clearly isn't telling her everything. As Darby's ex gets closer and
closer to finding her, both she and Trex will soon find out that what you don't know really can hurt you. "This love story is raw, brilliant, and
gives women hope in the impossible. Nothing is more precious than that." -Audrey Carlan, #1 New York Times bestselling author "Jamie
McGuire writes with no holds barred ... real and addictive." -USA Today "Jamie McGuire is masterful at emotional romance!" -Lauren Blakely,
#1 New York Times bestselling author "Heartfelt emotions, serious social concerns and exceptional character development result in a
touching modern romance with inspirational overtones; a sure winner." -Library Journal
"Eleven years to the day after eloping with Abby in Vegas, Special Agent Travis Maddox delivers his own brand of vigilante justice to mob
boss Benny Carlisi. Vegas's oldest crime family is now preparing for vengeance, and the entire Maddox family is in danger"--Page 4 of cover.
Fresh out of college, Ellison Edson has fallen through the cracks of rock bottom. While staying in her family's vacation home in Colorado, her
behavior has finally gained the attention of her parents-but not in the way she hoped. Cut off from the millions she's always taken for granted,
and left alone to fend for herself, Ellie spirals further out of control, making a mistake she can't take back. Like his twin brother Taylor, Tyler
Maddox is a member of the Alpine Hotshots, fighting wildland fires on the frontline. As arrogant as he is charming, Tyler's nomadic lifestyle
makes it easy to contain his relationships to one night. When he meets Ellie at a local party during off-season, her extreme personality and
dismissive attitude fascinates him at first, but as his feelings deepen, Tyler realizes that the crippling inner demons of the woman he loves
might be the strongest enemy any Maddox has ever faced.
?????? ?????????????????????????? ???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????
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?????????????????????????????? ????????????????????????????????????????250???
????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ?????????????????????????????? ????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
??????????????/??????????????????????????? ????????? ???????????1? ??????????2010??????1? ????????????1? ???????????1?
????????????1? ???????? ???????????????????????????????????????(Publishers Weekly)
??????????????????????????????????????????????????? ???????????(School Library Journal )
????????????????……?????????????????????????????? ??????(Booklist) ????????????????……???????????????????? ?????????(Kirkus
Reviews)
Robin Richie is a single gal, that has looked for love in all the wrong places. When she meets Mitchell Jenkins, on an online dating site, Robin
feels she has met the man of her dreams. Mitchell is good-looking, God-fearing, has a successful job and writes poems that melts Robin's
heart. Robin's friend Kassidy- a reporter for a local news channel warns Robin that Mitchell is not the man for her! Kassidy believes that
Mitchell is a scammer and a danger to Robin. Robin doesn't take Kassidy's warnings to heart. Robin begins a love-affair with Mitchell. A love
affair that quickly turns to deadly. Not just for Robin but for Kassidy and her family as well. Sara and Turner are angels sent from Heaven to
help Robin and her friends discover what love really is. This book is filled with twist and turns that will leave you breathless. The novel is
written by seasoned author Patricia Sassy Angel Chiappa, bestselling author of over hundred books and counting. If you are looking for a
novel that will move you, leave you breathless, make you laugh, make you cry and make you scream this is the one to buy . This Book has
very adult-like themes. It is not recommended for anyone under the age of 18.
Dear Readers, It’s hard to believe how much our lives have changed since we first began our publishing careers. Some of you may have
discovered us with our New Adult novels, Fallen Too Far, Slammed, and Beautiful Disaster, but our journeys started long before then. For
Abbi, it began with her lifelong love of romance novels, an unforgettable Christmas present from her husband, and the inspiration she drew
from the Gulf Coast. For Colleen, it began with her childhood imagination, an Avett Brothers lyric, and a desire to write the kinds of books she
wanted to read. For Jamie, it began with a three-ring binder that became the first of twenty-one journals, a bestselling young adult series, and
the support of her former high school librarian. For those who have read and loved our novels, we offer you a glimpse into our lives and
careers—both then and now—with photos and videos and a behind-the-scenes look at our 2014 Fall in Love tour. And you’ll also get a sneak
peek at what’s coming up from us next. Thank you so much for your support. We wouldn’t be here without you. Abbi Glines, Colleen
Hoover, and Jamie McGuire
?????????????????????????????????? ????????150??? ????????????????????????????????????????????? ???????? ????? ???????????
???? ?????? ? ???????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ??????????????
????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ??????????????
??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????…… ? ?2013~2014???????? ??
?????????????????????????????????????????????1???????????????????????5.5?????????????????2013??????????????????2014?????
????????????????????????????????????2014?10?????????150???????????????????????????????????????????????????
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?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????This Beautiful
Life??????????Helen Schulman?? ???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
????????????Revenge??????????Mary Morris?? ???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????Love Walked in??????????Marisa de los Santos??
???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????The Knitting Circle????????Ann Hood?? ???????????
????????????91??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
The Painted Girls?????????????Cathy Marie Buchnan?? ??????????????????????????????????????????????????????The Dive from
Clausen's Pier????????Ann Packer??
????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????The Heretic's
Daughter??????????Kathleen Kent?? ??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????When We Were the
Kennedys??????????Monica Wood?? ????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
???????????????????????????????????????????????????????Kirkus Review?? ???????????????????????????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????19?????20????????75???????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
??????Booklist?? ?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????(?????)?Naples Daily News ?FL???
????????????????????Huffington Post?? ????????……??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????Publishers
Weekly?? ???????????????????????????????????Kirkus Review??
???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????Library Journal??
????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ?Romantic Times, Top Pick??
???????????????????????????????????Cleveland Plain Dealer?? ?????????????????????????2013?????????????????????The New Maine
Times Book Review?
How much is too much to love? Travis Maddox learned two things from his mother before she died: Love hard. Fight harder. Finally, the
highly anticipated follow-up to the New York Times bestseller Beautiful Disaster. Can you love someone too much? Travis Maddox learned
two things from his mother before she died: Love hard. Fight harder. In Walking Disaster, the life of Travis is full of fast women, underground
gambling, and violence. But just when he thinks he is invincible, Abby Abernathy brings him to his knees. Every story has two sides. In
Beautiful Disaster, Abby had her say. Now it’s time to see the story through Travis’s eyes.
?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ???????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
Be careful what you wish for. You just might get it all. Now that Erin has learned the truth about the girls who tortured her, and about the boy
she loves, she finds her time before graduation dwindling at an alarming and exciting pace. What used to be summer break was now a
countdown to her final days in Blackwell. Her parents, Sam and Julianne struggle with the fear that just when they’ve found Erin, they must
let her go, and the tension is higher than it’s been since Erin discovered who she really was. Finally with the girl he’s loved since childhood,
Weston grows more desperate as the summer days pass. He and Erin will go to separate colleges. His biggest fear is that this means they’ll
go their separate ways. Plagued with making the best of the time he has left with Erin, and finding a way to make it last, Weston finds himself
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in a different state of mind hourly. He is just beginning to realize that hope is like quicksand. The harder Weston struggles, the faster Erin
sinks.
A story of love lost...and found. Mia Wells's eco-friendly career goals are about to become a reality-but her life-altering moment is interrupted
when an unexpected call ushers in her tremulous past. A man who's never left Mia's memory: Flynn, the enigmatic, passionate man whose
disappearance broke her heart, has mysteriously resurfaced. Now back in her life and in the hospital, Flynn is gravely injured. Mia keeps a
bedside vigil-terrified that he will die, awestruck at the prospect of his survival. In a story filled with sweetness and suspense, Mia's what-ifs
are endless. And Flynn's return ignites an achingly powerful tale about the most enduring love, one that is greater than honor, or friendship,
or the passing of time.
The team at Hot Bed HQ bring you extracts of our favourite authors. We know there is a lot of love for these amazing authors, but you might
find someone new here, and it will undoubtedly be Love at First Sight. Featuring: Sweet Thing by Renée Carlino Rush Too Farby Abbi Glines
Ugly Love by Colleen Hoover Beautiful Oblivionby Jamie McGuire Collide by Gail McHugh Unteachableby Leah Raeder Desert Heat by
Elizabeth Reyes Working It by Kendall Ryan Five Ways to Fallby K.A. Tucker Jane's Melodyby Ryan Winfield You will definitely be coming
back for more! Find out more about your favourite authors at: www.thehotbed.tumblr.com Twitter: @TheHotBed
www.facebook.com/TheHotBed
??????????? ????50???????????????????? ???????????????????????????1962-1976? 2016?????????????? ?????????????????????
??????????????? ????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ???????????????1962-1976???????????????????????????????????????
??????????????????1962?1976?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ??????????????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????????1958?????????????????????????????????????????? ??????????????????????????1966?????????
????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ??????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
1968???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ?????????
?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ????????Kirkus Reviews? ??????????????????????……??????????????
???????????New York Times Book Review? ????????????????????????????????????????? ??????????Wall Street Journal?
???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ???????The Guardian?
??????????????????????????????????????????????? ?????????The Times?
??????????????????????????????……??????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ????????????Sunday Times?
A once-popular young man helping to support his family after a tragic accident falls irrevocably in love with a fiercely independent and driven
college student who wants to avoid romantic entanglements. By the best-selling author of Beautiful Disaster. Original.
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Beautiful Disaster is a humorous commercial novel featuring Maggie Penny, a brilliant part-time inventor and full-time hot-tempered professor
of biochemistry at the University of Missouri. Maggie gives her boyfriend, Danny, her latest formula to analyze at Lexi, Corp., the cosmetics
company where he works, clueless that she has set in motion a chain of events that will bring the world dangerously close to Armageddon.
Maggie and her friends have to contend with an unusual group of government accountants, mercenaries, and one unstoppable psychopathic
corporate spy from Human Resources.

"The Maddox Brothers Series is sexy, addictive, and full of surprises -- just like the Maddox boys." -- Kami Garcia, #1
New York Times, USA Today, and international bestselling coauthor of the Beautiful Creatures novels & author of The
Lovely Reckless The second of four novels chronicling the exciting, romantic, and sometimes volatile road to love for the
Maddox brothers. The loves and loss of Thomas Maddox, the eldest Maddox brother, is told from the point-of-view of Liis
Lindy, a no-nonsense agent of the FBI.
She's Back.... After wasting away in a mental institution for a year and a half, Ariana Osgood is finally back where she
belongs. She has a new look, a new name, and a new life -- all thanks to her former friend Briana Leigh Covington. Now
enrolled as a junior at the exclusive Atherton-Pryce boarding school just outside of D.C., Ariana sleeps in Frette sheets,
flirts with the captain of the crew team, and gossips with the most beautiful girls on campus. She killed to get back her life
of privilege. Just how far will she go to keep it? From the author of the bestselling Private novels comes a series about
the dark world of wealth, secrets, and privilege.
In the horror show of gods and monsters, Eden Ryel was the star. Conceived of her mother, a Merovingian--a direct
descendant of Christ--and her father, the half-human son of a fallen angel, Eden's very existence had prompted The
Great War. Prophesied to be the Keeper of the Balance, she struggles to realize her purpose. Levi, the overconfident and
charming half-human son of Lucifer takes nothing seriously. Not even when he finally meets the young woman who is
destined to end his existence. A common bond is formed under the pressures they face from both sides, but their
respective religious texts predict opposite outcomes. Either way, they must choose: war, death, or love.
A New York Times and USA TODAY bestseller about a good girl dangerously drawn to the ultimate bad boy. The new
Abby Abernathy is a good girl. She doesn’t drink or swear, and she has the appropriate number of cardigans in her
wardrobe. Abby believes she has enough distance from the darkness of her past, but when she arrives at college with
her best friend, her path to a new beginning is quickly challenged by Eastern University’s Walking One-Night Stand.
Travis Maddox, lean, cut, and covered in tattoos, is exactly what Abby wants—and needs—to avoid. He spends his nights
winning money in a floating fight ring, and his days as the ultimate college campus charmer. Intrigued by Abby’s
resistance to his appeal, Travis tricks her into his daily life with a simple bet. If he loses, he must remain abstinent for a
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month. If Abby loses, she must live in Travis’s apartment for the same amount of time. Either way, Travis has no idea
that he has met his match.
From the #1 New York Times bestselling author of Beautiful Disaster comes a story of a fiercely independent widow who
falls for a sexy firefighter in this gripping contemporary romance.
FBI Special Agent in Charge Thomas Maddox and FBI agent Liis Lindy go undercover to spare Thomas' brother Travis
Maddox from a prison term by recruiting him into the FBI, but Liis wonders if her feelings for Thomas are more than just a
cover story.
??????????????????????????????“??”??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
???????????“??”??????????????????????????????????????????????????????“?????”????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????……
Trivia-on-Book: Beautiful Oblivion by Jamie McGuire Take the challenge yourself and share it with friends and family for a
time of fun! Beautiful Oblivion is the first book in The Maddox Brothers series by Jamie McGuire. It is a story about a
tomboyish girl, Camille, who falls in love with two brothers, Thomas (T.J.) and Trenton. Camille has several issues to
resolve, ranging from staying true to her love for the absentee boyfriend, Thomas, and reconciling her feelings for the
ever protective younger sibling, Trenton, to staying sane within dysfunctional family setups. It’s a fight for the brave,
haunted by spasmodic guilt rides. Beautiful Oblivion by Jamie McGuire debuted at #1 on the New York Times bestseller
list You may have read the book, but not have liked it. You may have liked the book, but not be a fan. You may call
yourself a fan, but few truly are. Are you a fan? Trivia-on-Books is an independently curated trivia quiz on the book for
readers, students, and fans alike. Whether you're looking for new materials to the book or would like to take the
challenge yourself and share it with your friends and family for a time of fun, Trivia-on-Books provides a unique approach
to Beautiful Oblivion by Jamie McGuire that is both insightful and educational! Features You'll Find Inside: • 30 Multiple
choice questions on the book, plots, characters and author • Insightful commentary to answer every question •
Complementary quiz material for yourself or your reading group • Results provided with scores to determine "status"
Promising quality and value, come play your trivia of a favorite book!
New York Times and USA Today bestseller! Fresh out of college, Ellison Edson has fallen through the cracks of rock bottom.
While staying in her family’s vacation home in Colorado, her behavior has finally gained the attention of her parents—but not in the
way she hoped. Cut off from the millions she’s always taken for granted, and left alone to fend for herself, Ellie spirals further out
of control, making a mistake she can’t take back. Like his twin brother Taylor, Tyler Maddox is a member of the Alpine Hotshots,
fighting wildland fires on the frontline. As arrogant as he is charming, Tyler’s nomadic lifestyle makes it easy to contain his
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relationships to one night. When he meets Ellie at a local party during off-season, her extreme personality and dismissive attitude
fascinates him at first, but as his feelings deepen, Tyler realizes that the crippling inner demons of the woman he loves might be
the strongest enemy any Maddox has ever faced. "Tyler Maddox will steal your heart -- and I promise you'll want to let him keep
it." -- Kami Garcia, #1 New York Times, USA Today, and international bestselling coauthor of the Beautiful Creatures novels and
author of The Lovely Reckless
Traditional Chinese edition of by Emily St. John Mandel's Station Eleven, the National Book Award finalist, PEN/Faulkner Award
Finalist, and an Amazon Best Book of the Month, September 2014. In Traditional Chinese. Annotation copyright Tsai Fong Books,
Inc. Distributed by Tsai Fong Books, Inc.
???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
Beautiful DisasterA NovelSimon and Schuster
"You know that Abby Abernathy unexpectedly became Mrs. Maddox. But what do you really know? Why did Abby pop the
question? What secrets were shared before the ceremony? Where did they spend their wedding night? Who else knew about it . . .
and didn't tell? Everything about Abby and Travis's elopement was top-secret . . . until now. Fans of "Beautiful Disaster" and
"Walking Disaster" will get all of their questions answered in this whirlwind tale of the wedding day (and night)..."--Provided by
publisher.
Arrested for murdering Thomas Pearson and sent to the Trumball Correctional Facility, a facility for the criminally insane, formerly
super popular Ariana Osgood spends her days plotting her escape and the revenge she will take on her old classmates at Easton
Academy. Original.
Children's Fiction
Travis Maddox, Eastern University's playboy, makes a bet with good girl Abby that if he loses, he will remain abstinent for a month,
but if he wins, Abby must live in his apartment for the same amount of time.
America Mason, a sassy undergrad at Eastern State University, is in love with a Maddox--Shepley Maddox. Unlike his cousins, Shepley is
more lover than fighter, but a road trip to her parents' home in Wichita, Kansas could mean the next step, or the end of everything
Senior year is cooling down, student scandals are heating up, and in sexy South Beach, one teen's wicked dirty trouble is another teen's
good clean fun. Until the last killer party becomes exactly that -- a party that kills. Everyone wants to be just like them: Vanity, the gorgeous
celebutante; Dante, the hip-hop dreamer; Max, the second-generation Hollywood bad boy; Christina, the just-out-of-the-closet Latina; and
Pippa, the British hottie. They're the fabulous five of the Miami Academy for Performing Arts, and they've got everything and more. But for the
unluckiest one of all, that includes a violent death at seventeen...on the night before graduation. Hot romance, dangerous games, platinum
dreams, and deadly choices. For some people, it's an impossible life. For Miami's most infamous clique, it's just another day at the
beach...and for one of them, it's going to be the last.
Enjoy this double feature by seasoned writer Patricia Chiappa. Beauitful Disaster is a heart pounding Romance that will have you guessing
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until the very end. Robin Richie is a single gal, that has looked for love in all the wrong places. When she meets Mitchell Jenkins, on an
online dating site, Robin feels she has met the man of her dreams. Mitchell is good-looking, God-fearing, has a successful job and writes
poems that melts Robin's heart. Robin's friend Kassidy- a reporter for a local news channel warns Robin that Mitchell is not the man for her!
Kassidy believes that Mitchell is a scammer and a danger to Robin. Robin doesn't take Kassidy's warnings to heart. Robin begins a love-affair
with Mitchell. A love affair that quickly turns to deadly. Not just for Robin but for Kassidy and her family as well. Sara and Turner are angels
sent from Heaven to help Robin and her friends discover what love really is. This book is filled with twist and turns that will leave you
breathless. The novel is written by seasoned author Patricia Sassy Angel Chiappa, bestselling author of over hundred books and counting. If
you are looking for a novel that will move you, leave you breathless, make you laugh, make you cry and make you scream this is the one to
buy . This Book has very adult-like themes. It is not recommended for anyone under the age of 18. Standing in the Devil's Shadow is a tear
jerker you won't soon forget. Pekka and his wife Ziva are a young Jewish couple who are deeply in love. When they find an abandon baby
boy, he seems like the answer to their prayers. They raise the child as their own. Life is good for them, until Hans finds out he is really
German during WW2. After his family is sent a work camp, Hans the boy becomes a man when he joins the Nazi's to try to save his family.
Hans, Pekka and Ziva hold secerts, secerts that can save them or kill them. Just in time for the Holiday Season this double novel will inspire,
bring hope and touch your soul. This double novel will make a perfect gift for anyone.
Falyn Fairchild can walk away from anything. Already leaving behind her car, her education, and even her parents, the daughter of the next
governor of Colorado is back in her hometown, broke and waiting tables for the Bucksaw Café. After every shift, Falyn adds to her shoebox of
cash, hoping to one day save enough to buy her a plane ticket to the only place she can find forgiveness: Eakins, Illinois. The moment Taylor
Maddox is seated in Falyn’s section at the Bucksaw, she knows he’s trouble. Taylor is charming, breaks promises, and gorgeous even when
covered in filth—making him everything Falyn believes a hotshot firefighter to be. Falyn isn’t interested in becoming another statistic, and for a
Maddox boy, a disinterested girl is the ultimate challenge. Once Falyn learns where Taylor calls home, everything changes. In the end,
Maddox persistence is met with Falyn’s talent for leaving, and for the first time, Taylor may be the one to get burned.
The Atria Indie Lovers Collection brings together three celebrated #1 New York Times bestselling authors for the first time as they embark on
the Atria Indie Authors Fall 2013 tour from October 21-October 28. This digital-only collection includes three sensational novels from three
unforgettable authors. Twisted Perfection by Abbi Glines. Set in the elite world of Rosemary Beach, a haunting love story about Woods, a
wealthy playboy bound by family duty and honor, and Della, the imperfect stranger who captures his heart. Losing Hope by Colleen Hoover.
The much-anticipated sequel to Hopeless, which continues the passionate journey of Holder and Sky as they overcome their devastating
pasts—this time from Holder’s point of view. Red Hill by Jamie McGuire. From the author of Beautiful Disaster and Walking Disaster, an
extraordinary novel about an ordinary group of people who must band together to survive in a brilliantly realized apocalyptic world. Each book
is available separately in ebook, trade paperback, and a signed limited edition hardcover. To learn more about the Atria Indie Authors Fall
2013 tour and all three authors, please visit: IndiesUnbound.com Facebook.com/AtriaIndieAuthors AbbiGlines.com ColleenHoover.com
JamieMcGuire.com
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